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A Leading School of Modern 

Languages & Cultures…

In the Complete University Guide 2020, the School of 

Modern Languages and Cultures at Durham is ranked:

2nd in French, Hispanic Studies, and Arabic (Middle 

Eastern & African Studies)

3rd in Italian, German, and Russian (Russian & East 

European Languages

5th in Chinese and Japanese Studies (East & South Asian 

Studies)
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A Leading School of Modern 

Languages & Cultures…

50+ research-active staff

55 language teaching 

fellows and part-time 

specialist teachers

10 support staff

1000 undergraduate 

students

100 postgraduates
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…translating into

•A unique constellation of 

research interests feeding into a 

distinctive and exciting set of 

modules

•A broad spectrum of 

languages, with 8 main 

languages taught

•A flexible programme allowing 

you to pursue your own 

interests
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Degree Programmes
 BA Honours in

 Modern Languages and Cultures (AAA; IB: 37; 

Scottish Advanced Highers: AAA)

 Chinese Studies(AAB; IB: 36; Scottish Advanced 

Highers: AAA)

 Japanese Studies (AAB; IB: 36; Scottish 

Advanced Highers: AAA)
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Degree Programmes
 BA Honours in

 Modern European Languages and History (AAA; 

IB: 37; Scottish Advanced Highers: AAA)

 Liberal Arts (A*AA; IB: 38; Scottish Advanced 

Highers A1AA)

 Economics with French (A*AA; IB: 38; Scottish 

Advanced Highers A1AA)
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Modern Languages and Cultures

 Four-year course

 Wide range of languages:

 Arabic, French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish  

 Very flexible

 1, 2 or 3 languages in Y1; maximum of 2 

thereafter

 wide range of beginner languages in Y1

 6 modules per year in years 1, 2 and 4

 Year 3 spent abroad
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 Four-year programme

 No language entry requirement

 Combining language and culture with other 

disciplines (history, international relations, art history, 

economics, etc.)

 Three thirds system: one third language, one third 

culture / history, one third other options 

 3rd year abroad: study at university in China or Japan

 Double module dissertation

Chinese Studies

Japanese Studies
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Our Modules

For each language studied:

 core-language module each year

 single for post-A-level languages

 double for beginner languages

 80+ optional modules of research-led teaching

 literature, film and visual culture, history and 

politics

 additional ‘applied’ language modules

 final dissertation (independent research project)
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Research-Led Teaching
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Research-Led Teaching

Wanderlust and Fernweh: German Cultures of 

Mobility from Goethe to Wolfsburg
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Research-Led Teaching
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Research-Led Teaching

https://www.dur.ac.uk/mlac/french/modules/f3361/
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Research-Led Teaching
research-led: curriculum is structured around 

content selected on basis of staff specialisms.

research-oriented: focus on developing inquiry 

skills.

research-based: designed around inquiry-

based activities, rather than on the acquisition 

of subject content.

research-informed: draws consciously on 

systematic inquiry into the teaching and 

learning process.
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Year Abroad Options

 Teaching in school as a language assistant
 for those studying French, German, Italian or Spanish

 Studying in a university
 Erasmus exchanges with universities in EU countries:

 Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain 

 established links with universities in Russia, Egypt, China 

and Japan

 Work placements
 wide range of existing placements 

 jobs obtained independently need approval
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The Year Abroad Experience

16

Durham University students talk 

about their year abroad experience

https://youtu.be/3whX6lVNmRs?list=PLWrq9-yHKArBhXzuwhJQWhvnZgWKPDFff
https://youtu.be/3whX6lVNmRs?list=PLWrq9-yHKArBhXzuwhJQWhvnZgWKPDFff
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Erasmus+

what the government says:
• If the UK leaves the EU under the terms of the 

withdrawal agreement, Erasmus+ funding 

payments and bids will continue as normal until the 

end of the programme in 2020.

• In the event that the UK leaves the EU without a 

deal, Contingency Regulations would cover 

individual learning mobilities already underway at 

the point the UK leaves the EU, including higher 

education.

17
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Erasmus+ -

Durham’s commitment:
“We are absolutely committed to supporting 

study abroad/exchange opportunities for 

students, whatever the outcomes of Brexit, 

especially where it is an integral part of 

students’ degree programme.”

Prof Claire O’Malley

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Global)

18
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Studying in the School of 

Modern Languages and 

Cultures

 Six modules per year

 Contact hours: an average of 8-12 per week

 Lectures/seminars/tutorials

 Taught in English and/or target language

 Course work and exams

 Independent study

 Typical week
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Recent Student Success
 From a pool of over 3,600 entrants, Sophia Smith 

Galer, was one of 60 students from 36 countries 

representing 54 universities to be selected as a 

winner of the 2016 Many Languages, One 

World international essay contest. As part of 

her prize, she was invited to address the 

General Assembly of the United Nations in 

New York.

 On July 29, 2016, Smith Galer and the other 

winners presented action plans related to the 

United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development. 

 For the contest she wrote her essay in Arabic. 

20
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Recent Student Success
Recent graduates Lucy Sabin and John Gilbert 

have produced professional publications based on 

their undergraduate work on Contemporary Spanish 

Cinema. 

 Lucy’s essay 'All or Nothing: Representing 

Masculinity in Jamón Jamón (Bigas Luna, 1992) 

and Mar adentro (Amenábar, 2004)’ was 

published in the journal Film Matters.

 John’s review of Los lunes al sol/Mondays in the 

Sun was published in the Encyclopedia of 

Contemporary Spanish Films (Rowman & 

Littlefield).

21
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What’s next?

 Occupational areas include: cultural sector; management; 

publishing; marketing; translation; teaching; business and finance

 Employers (a wide range in both the public and private sector) 

including:  the British Council; Deloitte; Ernst and Young; Goldman 

Sachs; Grant Thornton; Proctor and Gamble; Bloomberg; Royal 

Philharmonic Orchestra; the NHS and Teach First

 Roles include: journalist; teacher; buyer; live subtitler; investment 

banker; translator; marketing executive
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How do I apply?

Personal statement

 Take full advantage of the allocated space and make at least two-

thirds relevant to languages

 Provide evidence to support assertions and do not simply list books 

read, films seen etc. Analyse and reflect on your experiences and 

initiatives to show us your intellectual potential

 Focus on what you have done, not what you hope or intend to do

 Try to sound genuine and avoid anything which sounds too 

derivative or contrived: introductory quotations from philosophers, 

hyperbolic language, travelogues
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How do I apply?

The process

 A new centralised model, placing the students at the 

heart of the process. 

 Efficient, inclusive, fair and transparent service fit for 

applicants in the 21st century. 

 Meeting your needs in a timely manner, from 

acknowledging receipt of the application through to the 

making and informing the applicant of a decision.
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Further queries to

www.durham.ac.uk/study/askus



Professor Jonathan Long 
(Head of School)
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Intercultural awareness

“UK businesses can face challenges because of a lack 

of inter-cultural understanding and knowledge of 

languages” (China-Britain Business Council)
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